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This article, realizing that the process of the textual production involves a variety 
of complex social factors, analyzes the legal, social and historical content in different 
texts (such as local chronicles, administrative books, folk lawsuit records, pan du(判
牍), and archives in Fujian province, China). The objective of this article is to have a 
glimpse of the rich legal life of Fujian province in Qing Dynasty, reveal the condition 
of the local judicial practice in Fujian, and summarize various factors that have 
influenced the local judicial practice in Fujian.   
As a reference book of the local cultural knowledge, local chronicles tend to 
describe the positive significance of the society. But the local chronicles in Fujian 
province are different in that many of them are full of descriptions of “Jian Song”(健
讼) or “Jian Song and Gua Song”（既健讼又寡讼）. If we analyze the concept of “Jian 
Song”, we will find that the local chroniclers’ “Jian Song” is mostly subjective 
because they not only lacked the field investigation, but also misunderstood the 
meaning of “Jian Song”. There was more moral criticism than legal evaluation in this 
kind of “Jian Song”. Based on the analysis of the types of civil disputes in the local 
chronicles and our empirical study, we discover 3 major reasons for “Jian Song”: 
folkway tough, irrational system construction, interest disputes among common 
people. So the descriptions of “Jian Song” always cover up common people’s proper 
use of law because of the local chronicle authors’ prejudice. 
“Fujian Zhengshu”(福建政书) are full of local officials’ complaints about the 
defects of the state and county system . Literally, officials always owed the difficulties 
with their local judicial practice to the system defects. For example, “to make bricks 
without straw” complains about local financial difficulties in Fujian province. 
Because of the shortage of funds, Fujian local officials were restricted in handling 
legal cases and other administrative affairs. Besides, “dialect obstacle” complains 
about the local officials’ embarrassing situation when dealing with government affairs. 














officials to communicate with common people. But as a chief of the local government, 
the local official must prevent the trend of the division of power. In addition, “the 
tired official’s request of resignation” reveals the irrational system of official position 
setting up in the local government which influenced the local judicial practice. When 
faced with these system defects, the local officials always flexibly dealt with various 
kinds of lawsuits to ease the predicament of local judicial practice. 
Folk lawsuit record is a kind of material that reveals the interaction in the legal 
field on the interest disputes among the local officials, gentry, and commoners. 
Through the Case Study, we can analyze illegal officials, gentry and the commoners’ 
consciousness of litigation and legal attitudes; and demonstrate their interaction 
during the process of legal wrangles. Based on these cases’ analyses, this article will 
explore how people took advantage of the law to strive for private interests, and 
reflect on the factors that influenced people’s scramble for resources, such as law 
factors, social and cultural factors, system elements, and so on. 
“Pan du” (判牍) and archive are both full of stylized descriptions. But there are 
differences between these two types of literature. The most essential difference is that, 
“Pan du” focused on the official’s flexible enforcement while archive put more 
emphasis on officials’ trying cases according to the law. Through the contrast between 
“Pan du” and archive, we reach a conclusion that the aim of official’s administration 
is performance appraisal. Because the descriptions of official’s flexible enforcement 
reveal official’s efficient governance, while trying the cases according to the law can 
strength the official’s image of impartial administration. Whatever the form is, they all 
aim at advocating the success of the officials’ administration. 
It is hoped that through the analyses of the above texts, we will think further 
about the characteristics of the judicial practice of Fujian province in the Qing 
Dynasty and consider the applicability of Qing Code and articles of law in the states 
and counties. The author of this article believes that the diversification of trial basis in the 
Qing Dynasty has showed exactly the vitality rather than the “uselessness” of the law. 
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